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If the anchor bolt was executed in a good manner, the elastic deformation of
the bolt occurred by the hammer blow will be recovered very quickly. The
more integrity of the bolt, the more elastic modulus becomes. On the other
hand, at a low integrity, the plastic deformation is caused with the adhesive.
It causes lower stiffness of bolt structure and deformation of the waveform
by hammer blow. In addition, if the bonding strength of the bolt and
concrete is weak, the bolt moves toward to the bottom of anchor hole then
the bolt strikes concrete body. This sequence generate a unique waveform
which shows two peaks. BOLT-Tester detects the integrity of the bolt by
analyzing the waveform of the hammer blow.

The waveform of Ille inteoritV boll
BOLT-Tester consists of dedicated
The waveform of integrity bolt
hammer with Impulsive accelerometer,
show one peak, and i-1. is alm.ost
CTS-03 USB device and the application
symmetry. If the condition of the
software which works on Windows XP,
' bolt is not perfect, the waveform!,
Vista,7 and 8(32, 64 bit OS).
'may shows slig�!.Eist!J_rban�ce:
CTS-03 is a USB device designed for the
however, the waveform.shows
Concrete Tester. Measuring function of
still one peak unless it has
CTS-03 is applied for the integrity testing of
enough bonding strength.
bolts and nuts on BOLT-Tester. BOLT-Tester
is newly developed as simple and high
l'
performance measuring instrument which
require only hitting a bolt head to inspect the
integrity of bolts and nuts in real time.
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User can add other application program on the
PC to use CTS-03 for various purposes. If you
need more Information, please contact with
your nearest dealer or the manufacturer •
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The application program of BOLT•Teste, works o
the Microsoft Windows OS. The software is
provided as CD-ROM which including the device
driver of CTS-03, BOLT-Tester application and
installation program. After copying contents of
CD-ROM into your windows PC, run the installer.
The application program also can be used with
tablet computer unless it is Windows OS.
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